15-RS Series Heat Sealers

Rotary Blister Sealer

Features
- Temperature Controlled
- 3600 Lb. Seal Pressure
- Low Cost Tooling
- Automatic or Manual Index
- Sturdy Construction

Specifications
Seal Area:   14” X 15” by 4” depth
Seal Pressure:   3600 Lbs. @ 100 PSI
Heater:   2100 Watts, Ambient to 600°F
Electrical:   110 V. 60 Cycle
Seal Time:   1 ½ - 2 Seconds
Load Area:   5 Stations (6 Total)

Features
The Zed Model 15-RS Series are automatic, high speed, accurate index heat sealers. Blisters are sealed to the coating on the card. Relieved hot plate tooling, to seal only the blister flange, is available. Various tool height capability is standard. Quick locators provide high-speed tooling changeover. Automatic blister feeder, card feeder and product unload available. Operator safety shut down platen guard is standard on every machine.